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TASTEFUL DESIGN
Pamper your wine with
the right glass

– etc . –

ETC.
cocktails
INVITE FRIENDS TO YOUR PLAcE
AND SERVE EASY, DELIcATE
AND BEAUTIFUL cOckTAILS

M AK E T H E
WO r l D’ S EAS IE ST
cO c KTA Il
ALL YOU NEED IS YOUR FAVOURITE
SORBET, SOmE LEmON VODkA
AND A DASH OF mINT ON TOP

The Perfection glass
is just perfect for your
lemon cocktails

N ew LO O k

You may know the popular Cocoon vases in
soft pastels, red and white. Now you can also
decorate your home with the series
in exclusive smoked glass. We call
the colour Smoke.

With the attractive, fuchsia-coloured Cocoon vases, you won’t need
much else in the way of living accessories. Place a few flowers in
them and let them get all the attention in the living room.
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DESIGN
WITH
LIGHT …
…is the name for this beautiful series, designed
by Maria Berntsen. Now a useful serving dish
has joined the series, characterized by the
familiar leather strap. Place block candles on
the dish or use it for serving food.

THAT’S HOW TO SErVE A BEEr
The Skibsglas is a classic with a robust swagger. Designed by
Per Lütken, it’s a perfect companion for a cold beer. The series
also includes glasses for snaps, red wine and white wine.

Healthy living in small glasses
Prepare a beautiful and colourful juice mix in your
mini-glasses and serve the festive health shots for those
you hold dear.
Ingredients
1 broccoli
7 large apples
30 g freshly grated ginger
4 bunches of fresh mint

Preparation
cut the apples into quarters and
divide the broccoli into small
bouquets. Squeeze apples, broccoli and ginger in a juice press.
Serve in small glasses with a dash
of fresh mint. The small glasses
are from the Future series.

Lantern, chamber candleholder
and pot from Design with Light.
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BEER

Ahh …

the taste of an ice-cold

Are you the type that likes a beer to be served
in a true designer glass, too?
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– e tc . –

W

ell-brewed beers are one of the greatest trends of
the moment. Speciality stores are bulging with
beer – not just from big beer brands, but also
from micro-breweries that spoil beer lovers with one taste
experience after another. On the glass front, too, there’s plenty
to choose from.
Building a collection of the same type of glass makes a lot
of sense, but it’s also an elegant twist to serve a mix of different
styles. Here are eight ideas to show how appealingly the golden
drink can be served.
From left: Cabernet, Idéelle, Idéelle, Charlotte Amalie,
Det Danske Glas, Perfection, Skibsglas, No. 5.

DID YOU KNOW
THAT
…beer is thought to have
existed for over 1,000
years? That’s almost since
mankind began cultivating
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the land in Egypt.

– etc . –
Mixed Double is half sand-blasted,
half clear glass. The bonbon dish
comes in three sizes.

Put a lid
on your
ODDS &

E ND S

THE versatile MIXED DOUBLE
BOWLS ARE PERFECT FOR STORING
YOUR JEWELLERY, KEYS AND OTHER
EASILY MISPLACED ODDS & ENDS

DID YOU KNOW
THAT
OVER THE YEARS,
HOLMEGAARD HAS WORKED
WITH AT LEAST 14 OF THE
MOST RENOWNED
DESIGNERS OF THEIR TIME?

Glass poetry
Give your table
an enchanting air
with Future glasses,
which lift the style
with their refined,
exclusive look.
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”Anyone for
DRINkS?”

TIP!
Display your glasses
on beautiful, open
wooden shelves.
Here, glasses from
the Ideélle series
take pride of place
in the kitchen.

There’s something rather cool about preparing
and drinking a drink. Taking an elegant glass from
the cabinet, dropping a couple of ice cubes into it,
letting the colourful droplets wash over the clear
cubes and hearing the ice crackle while you enjoy
the scent and the taste. Who said gentleman-style?

There’s a new addition to the
Perfection series – a beautiful
cognac glass.

6 beautiful glasses for drinks

Idéelle

Cabernet

Fontaine

Fontaine

No. 5

No. 5

Elegant classics
SPOIL YOURSELF, THE SNAPS, AND YOUR cOLD BEER
WITH THE cLASSIc NO. 5 GLASS.
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4

The Cabernet series has
a new member of the
family: a liqueur wine
glass that elevates your
wine enjoyment.

tips for
caring for
your glasses

Want your glasses to stay clear and sparkling?
Here are four great tips for lasting beauty.
1. Avoid scratching the glass, as a weakened
surface is more likely to crack.
2. Avoid drastic temperature changes, as this
can cause the glass to shatter.
3. Wash your drinking glasses in the dishwasher
on the glass programme at a maximum of 55°C.
Remember to set your machine for the water hardness
and don’t add too much dishwashing powder.
4. Glasses with attached decorations don’t fare
well in a dishwasher. Wash them in warm water
with a little vinegar and allow them to air until dry.

JEB 65 vases stand 21
or 14,8 cm tall.

Glasses for the sweet life
Serve a delicious (and easy) fruit cake with a good
glass of liqueur wine. It’s sure to spread joy at the
dinner table.

AN EASY FRUIT CAKE
Ingredients
200 g soft butter
250 g sugar
3 eggs
150 g flour
1 tsp. baking powder
At least 250 g fresh fruit

Desse
rt
for y
ou
lique r
ur
wine

Preparation
Mix the butter and sugar into a clump. Stir in
the eggs, one at a time. Mix the flour and baking
powder in a separate bowl. Pour it into the dough.
Put baking paper into a springform pan and tip the
dough into it, spreading it evenly in the pan.
Place the fruit on top then shake extra sugar across
if desired. Bake for approximately one
hour at 190°C. Enjoy with a little vanilla
ice cream or whipped cream.

FEMININE SHAPES

With its narrow waist, Jacob E. Bang’s JEB 65 vase isn’t
just delicately appealing, it’s as if it were made both for
an extravagant bouquet and a pair of flower cuttings.
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a particularly
CLOSE partnership
Torben Jørgensen and Holmegaard have created a beer
glass for the Det Danske Glas series together with the Danish
Beer Enthusiasts association. The design brief called for a
glass suited to most beer types, and which could support
the body of each. Det Danske Glas has a simple, masculine
expression – not a bad gift for the man in your life…

cREATIVE HOME OFFIcE
VASES AND FLOWERPOT cOVERS cAN cERTAINLY BE
USED FOR mORE THAN JUST FLOWERS. THESE KAREN
BLIXEN FLOWERPOT cOVERS LOOk APPEALING IN A
cREATIVE ENVIRONmENT.

cool
elegance

…if you should lose the
lid of your Minima bottle,
you can buy a new one
separately.

cecile manz is one of Denmark’s
most in-demand designers. She
has a fabulous sense for creating
classic products via small effects.
The Minima bottle can stand in
your refrigerator door and
is a good example of how
functionality and elegance
can go hand-in-hand.
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– sho p p i n g –

Soft &
transparent
Give your home a soft touch with
delicate glass in transparent,
aqua and white tones.
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– sho p p i n g –

1

2

3

6

5

7

4

8

SOFT WHITE & ELEGANT TRANSPARENT
1. Mixed Double 2. Future 3. Karen Blixen 4. Perfection 5. Det Danske Glas
6. Charlotte Amalie 7. Provence 8. Shape
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REFRESHING GREEN & SOFT BLUE
1. Nordlys 2. Future 3. Selandia 4. Nordlys 5. Cocoon 6. 2Lips 7. Cocoon 8. Nordlys
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Interior decoration in

FULL BLOOM
Flowers have a very special ability to add beauty, poetry and
soul to your living areas. Here are three styles for a flowery
look in your home.

From left: MB, Cocoon, Karen
Blixen and JEB 65.
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– in sp i rat i o n –

SIMPLE LI V IN G
If you prefer a simple interior with a few,
calm details, then elegance is all about
keeping your vases in soft colours. Here,
white vases draw one’s eye to the flowers.

TIPS

1. If you want a simple, minimalist expression, then drop bouquets and choose just a
few, but large flowers for your vases. Give
them plenty of room in which to shine.
2. Create a beautiful mix with vases in the
same tones but with a completely different
style. Then you can easily create a personal style with very few living accessories.
3. Buy flowers that match the colours of
your walls. Together with the iconic, white
vases, flowers will lift the whole expression
of your interior design.

1

2

3
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– in sp irat i o n –

2
1

RAW RO MA NC E

3

Give your home interior a touch of
beauty with a combination of dark,
masculine furniture and feminine flowers.

Tips

1. Succulents are easy plants to care for.
So they can easily be used to add a little
life on your shelves. Both the bowl and
the tealight holder with plants are from
the Cocoon series.
2. Make a lovely combination with today’s
most fashionable materials: ceramics,
glass, wood and metal. Lift the look of
it all by placing a green plant in a dark
Provence bowl, and add a little twist
with a flickering candle in a little Cocoon
tealight holder. This creates a warm, cosy
atmosphere.
3. The smoked glass vase series Cocoon
is perfect for creating a little oasis in your
living room. Fill the vases with flowers in
purple tones and pep things up with a
succulent in a bowl from the same series.
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– in sp i rat i o n –

Create a romantic oasis
with a mix of Cocoon vases.
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– in sp irat i o n –

From left: Provence bowl, 2Lips vase,
Cabernet glass and Minima bottle
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– in sp i rat i o n –

1

OVE RSIZ E VAS ES
Keep your living accessories to a minimum with
2Lips oversize vases designed by Maria Kariis. It
can scarcely be done more attractively – or with
a more feminine touch.

Tips

1. Make your giant vase even larger with long,
slender flowers. The bigger the better.
2. Match your oversized vases with smaller vases
and fill them with flowers from the garden. The
small vases are from the JEB 65 series.
3. Half fill the Provence bowl with water and place
flowers in it. This provides a contrast to the tall vase.

2
3
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H O l M EgAA rD
H I gH l I g H T
1825 Holmegaard opens as Denmark’s first
true glassworks.
1928 Jacob E. Bang is employed as Holmegaard’s first designer creating, among
other things, the JEB 65 vase, which is still in
production.
1942 Per Lütken breathes life into more than
3000 glass designs. His greatest icons, the
Provence bowl, the Selandia dish, and the
Skibsglas are still produced today.
1997 Peter Svarrer starts at Holmegaard,
designing the cocoon, Future, Nordlys,
Reflections and cabernet series in glass.
2006 Holmegaard releases the minima glass
series together with award-winning designer
cecilie manz.
2008 The design company Rosendahl
Design Group acquires the Holmegaard
trademark.
2011 Holmegaard and designer maria Berntsen launch the Design with Light series.
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For the love of

GLASS ARTWORK
Holmegaard’s glass artworks have been part of Danish homes since 1825.
The royally appointed glass provider creates groundbreaking designs,
one after another, that delight the eye and are wonderful to use.
Now, as then, the company still finds new ways to push the limits
of glass artwork. For the enjoyment of people like you and me.

“O

Cecilie Manz. Each has interpreted Holmegaard’s design
legacy in her own design idiom, creating innovative
designs for the home. Maria Berntsen, for example, has
added full-grain leather to the glass collection for the
first time in Holmegaard’s history. She has designed the
elegant Design with Light glass lanterns, thus creating a
product that today comprises over a third of Holmegaard’s
sales. There’s more news with Danish design talents on
the way, but that’s not all. Entirely new, innovative winds
are blowing at Holmegaard, and the next year will see
ground-breaking new products by the iconic Danish
glass producer hitting store shelves. That’s because the
company has been hunting in countries such as the USA,
Germany and Sweden, finding artists with unique abilities in glass artwork. It’s fresh thinking that, according to
the vision, can lift Holmegaard’s design universe to new
heights.
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▲

ur 185 years of existence are both a gift and
a curse,” explains Holmegaard’s creative
director Magnus Jørgensen. “Holmegaard’s
many years of success are a strength for us,
but at the same time, our prominent past is a challenge
when we need to decide how the future should look.”
The Danish glass company is Denmark’s oldest, and
the frontrunner in glass design has been part of the everyday lives of Danes for all of its 185 years. And that brings
certain obligations with it: to maintain the high quality,
curate the cultural and historical legacy, and keep up with
the times. Because it’s absolutely essential to experiment
with new ideas and constantly develop the brand so as to
survive intense competition.
Eight years ago, Holmegaard began to invite young,
talented designers into its hallowed halls. Among these
were the award-winning designers Maria Berntsen and

– ho l meg aa rd –

Danes know of Holmegaard. The company’s designs are
also spread widely, and respected around the world.
Subsequently, three men in particular have influenced
the story and the designs. Architect Jacob E. Bang was the
man behind the Danish pavilion at the world expo in Paris
in 1925. Some years later, he was employed as the creative
director at Holmegaard. He created several big successes
– including the Hogla and Primula beer glasses, which
BALANCING PAST AND FUTURE
The trick is to balance new, innovative products were the glasswork’s first series in smoked glass. The series
against the need to protect the legacy. The new introduc- became so popular that the glassworks couldn’t keep up
with demand. The smoked glass
tions need to have a line back to
now characterises glass design of
glass artworks of the past, so that
the 1930s. Per Lütken followed in
Holmegaard’s DNA stays intact.
D ID YOU KNOW
Bang’s footsteps. He was known
And the company is aware that
T H AT
as Danish glass design’s unsurits archives are a treasure trove,
…the best-selling design
passed master and designed over
so the future will also see more
Homegaard has ever created is the
300 series for Holmegaard. His
re-introductions. History is still
mouth-blown wine glass Idélle,
ground-breaking designs, such as
a crucial element for the Danish
which Per Lütken designed in 1978?
the Provence bowl, made an impact
company, which shaped its first
…Holmegaard’s best-selling product
on glass artwork around the world.
glass productions in 1825. Back
in 2013 and 2014, by far, is Design
Per Lütken’s work is known for its
then, Count Christian Dannewith Light by maria Berntsen?
use of colours and feminine shapes.
skiold-Samsøe asked the Danish
The series comprises over a third
In 1968, Michael Bang, Jacob’s
king to allow him to establish the
of Holmegaard’s entire turnover.
son, was employed at Holmegaard.
country’s first true glassworks.
…Holmegaard has produced
Along with him came glass in
Shortly afterward, the count
glassworks for important events
accent colours and new, fun-loving
died, but his widow, Henriat the Danish royal court: Princess
shapes. He also made a move into
ette Danneskiold-Samsøe, was
Alexandra and Prince Joachim’s
entirely new territory, introducing
granted permission to realize the
wedding, crown Princess mary and
crown Prince Frederik’s wedding,
the first lamps to the Holmegaard
glass dream. She was particularly
and Queen margrethe and Prince
family. With its 185 years of existaware of social circumstances in
Henrik’s silver wedding?
ence, Holmegaard has managed
the local area, so she allocated
to create both national and interland to her workers and took
…The Provence bowl was born by
national history in glass design. At
care of visits to the physician
accident? The story goes that the
glass blowers threw a lump of glowhome in our kitchens and living
and dentist. At the same time,
ing-hot glass to one side, landing on
rooms, we can already look forward
she created an entirely new envia wet metal plate. The heat from the
to being reunited with many of the
ronment around the glassworks
glass caused the water to evaporate
old designs.
by inviting local traders to sell
so explosively that the glass lump
“We have looked at the many
their wares at Holmegaard. In
took on the shape of a mushroom.
exciting designs hidden in our
this way, the glassworks became
archives,” says Magnus. “For
a place that buzzed with life. The
countess’s greatest dream was, however, that all Danes example, we will soon re-visit the mouth-blown Palet
should have an attractive glass from which to drink in a glass series, which is characterized by the happy colours
time where only the nobility owned beautiful cut glass. of the 1950s. There’s no doubt that Palet is just one of
The working class had to be content with pharmacy our many authentic and exciting works that deserve to
glasses. She changed all that, and today, nine out of ten see the light of day once more.” ■
“These are exciting new times with radical product
activities that will undoubtedly stand out in the market.
Without revealing too much, I can share that we
will be combining Holmegaard’s competencies in
mouth-blown products with modern lifestyles and
technology,” Magnus explains.
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– LIV ING SPACES –

White vases and bowls
lend a special, poetic
expression. Mix them at
different heights and fill
some of them with flowers.From the left: Shape,
H 21 cm; JEB 65, H 21 cm;
MB, H 31 cm; bowl: Cocoon
bowl, 15 cm.

A HOME WITH GLASS
Glass is one of the most beautiful materials. See how elegantly you can design
the interior of your home with these transparent living accessories.

side
2626
| holmegaard.dk
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– LIVING SPACES –

If you like a rougher, more
masculine expression,
smoked glass is perfect
for attaining a cool look.
Everything here is from
the Provence series.
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– LIV ING SPACES –

Who says you have to serve home baking in a bread basket? The beautiful Selandia dish (31 cm)
complements the kitchen’s gastronomical gifts and rests elegantly on the table when
it’s time to serve the food.
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– LIVING SPACES –
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There’s no shame in having
many different glasses.
Display them on open shelves
– it creates atmosphere and
personality. Here old wooden
crates have been hung in the
kitchen. The glasses are an
appealing mix of Charlotte
Amalie, Idéelle, Future and
Fontaine.

Create a gorgeous oasis
with a mix of glass vases,
carafes, jugs and glasses.
From left:
Beer glass, No. 5, carafe,
Perfection, bottle, Minima,
carafe, Future, bottle,
Minima, carafe, Cabernet,
glass, Future.

– LIV ING SPACES –
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– LIVING SPACES –

Create a cosy corner with
the small, whimsical Lotus
tealight holders, a large
pot with garden flowers
and a rustic lamp.
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A GLASS WITH

E DG E

The wine series Perfection, with its built-in pour line, guarantees you the optimum
wine experience. Enjoying a good wine is, of course, not just a question
of the right grapes, but also the right glass.

Y

ou’re standing with a good bottle of wine in
your hands. It has been carefully chosen for the
evening’s menu and guests. You’ve used hours
preparing the dinner after an extensive hunt for
ingredients of the highest quality. Now it’s time for the
wine, and you have already made sure that the deep-red
nectar is at the right temperature – typically 17 degrees
Celsius for red wine. The only thing left to do is to serve
the wine in the perfect manner. Here, it would be good
to have a professional sommelier up your sleeve, but in
fact, it’s not necessary. You can give your wine just the
right flavour with the help of a single glass. Holmegaard’s
Perfection glass series has a built-in pour line so that you
can pour exactly the right quantity of wine to arrive at the
optimal surface area for the wine to aerate.
“Anyone can uncork a bottle of wine, pour it and say
‘cheers!’” says Tom Nybroe, the designer behind the glass
series. “But to get the contents of the bottle to flourish,
to tame the bouquet and to get the wine to reveal its
true nature demands a good glass. Perfection is just such
a glass. It’s created for the professional wine waiter, who
competently and strictly guards the magical potential of
the noble drops. For the wine connoisseur who loves his or
her cellar. And for any other bon vivant who pursues the

ultimate experience in all aspects of life.”
Through his work as a seminar presenter and importer
of wine, Tom Nybroe has spoken with countless wine
connossieurs and producers around the world. From the
knowledge gathered, he has created a glass that enables the
body of the wine to reveal itself to perfection while standing on the table. The glass lends the wine a broad surface,
and therefore, the best conditions for aeration. At the same
time, the glass ensures a fulfilling experience both of the
wine’s flavour and its aroma. So it’s a quick shortcut for
those who prefer to aerate the wine directly in the glass.
Holmegaard has taken things one step further with the
glass series, developing a glass together with Tom Nybroe
specifically for heavy-bodied wines.
“The Sommelier glass has been developed for heavier
wines that can aerate on the extra-large surface. For example, sunny wines from California and Australia, and classic
wines such as Barolo and Amarone from Italy. The effective aeration in the glass provides an outstanding flavour
and aroma,” Tom Nybroe explains.
The glass series offers elegantly shaped glasses for e.g.
wine, beer, champagne, water, cocktails and martinis, as
well as a wine carafe. ■
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TOM NYBROE IN BRIEF
Tom Nybroe’s CV lists over 30
years of experience as a graphical
designer in the advertising industry.
But that’s not his only passion.
Alongside, he lectures on wine and
arranges wine tastings, and he is a partner in the wine
firm of Wine & Design. In 2006, Tom Nybroe made his
debut as a product designer with the Perfection series
for Holmegaard, and the award-winning glass series has
been joined this year by new, elegant members in the
form of a brandy, snaps and a martini glass.
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– Thre e STYLES –

3

O n e s ide board
A new wall colour and new living
accessories. See how easily you
can transform your home

styles

NO R D I C
& RU ST I C
Wood, corn, full-grain leather,
wool. Here you get everything
Nordic nature has to offer. The style
has never been hotter. See it
combined with glass – naturally with
leather straps and a taste of hops.
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– Three STYLES –

It’s time for a beer – and exactly the
right glass for it, too. The rustic glass
Idéelle, designed by Per Lütken, has a
masculine look to match.

Glasses from the Nordlys series fit the Nordic style
perfectly. Combine with wood and felt, and give the
look a twist with a little decorative corn.

If you’re crazy about the style, it’s hard to do without
full-grain leather. It’s as though the Design with Light
series were made for a rustic style.
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Eggs are decorative. Blow
them out and display them in
a clear glass bowl. Seen here
with the Provence bowl.

– Thre e STYLES –

Is there anything more beautiful
than a big bouquet of flowers?
Create an appealing still life
scene with a simple wooden shelf
adorned by the JEB 65 vase. At the
front is the Cocoon flowerpot cover
and the slender candle holder from
the Cabernet series.

Create a feminine look with flowers in soft tones. The large
vase and the little vase in the lagoon colour is from the Cocoon
series. The little white vase is called Shape, and the tall one is
Karen Blixen.

Mix two vases in the same style, but with different colours and
sizes – it creates a beautifully simple expression. Seen here
with Cocoon vases.
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M I NI MA LI ST
& F E MI NI NE
Soft tones in blue nuances, light wood
and simply styled accessories. Combine
a minimalist expression with feminine
flowers, drop unnecessary knick-knacks
and you’re well on your way.
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– Thre e STYLES –

ART DECO
& FO LK LO R E
It’s a style to watch – quietly
sneaking into the design universe.
This decadent expression with
a twist of art deco and Dutch
folklore is perfect for anyone
who likes it warm and cosy.
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– Three STYLES –

Place one bowl inside another, put a candle in the top
one and voilà, you’ve designed your own candle holder.
The bowls and the vase are from the Cocoon series.

The style couldn’t be more a la Van
Gogh. The vase on the far left is
called 2Lips and is made
of mouth-blown glass.
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Mix your glass designs – for
example, with a carafe from the
Perfection series and a beautiful
Charlotte Amalie glass.

Instead of a classic basket,
the Selandia dish is a perfect
base for the most beautiful
flower decoration.

– Fl ick er i ng candles –

Flickering

LANTERNS & PROUD CANDLESTICKS
Create a warm, cosy atmosphere with flickering candles in the living
room and on the terrace. Here’s some inspiration for cosy oases with
slim candlesticks, elegant lanterns and sturdy tealight holders.
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– Fl ick eri ng candles –

STURDY
TEALIGHT HOLDERS
Lovely Cocoon tealight holders
are perfect for creating a table
with a creative look

2

1
3

1. The charming tealight holders are attractive

when mixed together on the table. And they’re
just as beautiful on your windowsill.
2. The tealight holder comes in aquamarine,
smoke, spring, hyacinth, bloom, evergreen,
indigo and rose.
3. Create a living, playful splash of colour on

your garden table.
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– Fl ick er i ng candles –

PROU D
CANDL EST I C KS

1

Several tall, slender candlesticks
with a mix of candles in different
nuances make for an appealing
and intimate expression.

2

3

1. The lit-up oasis features a mix of candlesticks

from the Charlotte Amalie and Cabernet
glass series.
2. You can also choose to place a sea of flickering
candles in different tones and different
candlesticks on the dinner table.
3. Place your candlesticks on a tray so you

can move them around easily in your home.
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– Fl ick eri ng candles –
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– Fl ick er i ng candles –
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– Fl ick eri ng candles –

NO RD IC
LANT ERN S

1

It’s as if the Design with Light
series were created for long, Nordic
summer evenings. Create the style
both outside and inside.

2

3

1. The candle tray from the series is beautiful

with decorative stones, bread and flickering
candles.
2. The series forms an elegant part of your
interior design, and you don’t need to have lit
the candles in the lanterns. The elegant design
is equally appealing without flames.
3. The leather straps provide a soft, warm

contrast to the cool glass – a very appealing
combination.
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100 %

recycled
glass

Capture the
Northern Lights
Peter Svarrer is the man behind the Nordlys series, named after
the stunning display of light you may be lucky to experience in
the Nordic night sky. Here you’ll find inspiration for setting a
Nordic dinner table in elegant blue, green and white.
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“Glass is a FASCINATING material
because it comes to life in the MOMENT”

J

ust as wonderful as the Northern Lights are to
behold, just as difficult are they to capture. But
when we are finally allowed to experience their
magic in the night sky, we are witnessing a natural
phenomenon of a very special kind. Often, the sparkling
lights pass in a few minutes, and the enthralled audience
is left standing with the usual dark night sky. The change
is striking, and Holmegaard has let itself be inspired by
this in a series christened Nordlys.
Glass is a fascinating material because it comes to
life in the moment,” says glasswork artist Peter Svarrer,
who has designed the Nordlys series. “You can’t touch it,
because it’s 1150 degrees Celsius, and you have only a
split second to decide whether to make a change.”
As the Northern Lights adorn the dark skies, special,
almost hypnotic colours appear. It is these colours that
Peter Svarrer has captured in his glass series, letting you
bring a touch of nature’s unique performance into your
home. The colour range spans blue, green and white,

giving you the opportunity to set a beautiful dinner table in
the glow of the Nordlys.
Peter Svarrer is known for his simple, organic designs,
which speak to the senses. The series inspires a romantic
summer table set with fresh wayside flowers or a less
refined table decoration with withering branches from
the garden, emphasising the dramatic Nordic mood.
“When I’m working on a new glass design, I always
have the natural essence of glass in mind,” says Peter
Svarrer. “Glass, as a material, is perfect for expressing my
organic design idiom.”
The glass series becomes even more fascinating when
you consider that it is produced from old jam jars
and empty bottles. That’s because Holmegaard and
Peter Svarrer wanted to create an upcycling project where
refuse is converted into new, useful designs. The big
question while developing Nordlys was, therefore,
whether it was at all possible to create beautiful
designs from recycled glass. The answer is yes, and now
the old jam jars have new value as the messenger of the
Northern Lights in your home.
The Nordlys glass series comprises tealight holders,
drinking glasses, plates, portion bowls and salad bowls.
All are available in the colours of lagoon, spring and
white. ■
ABOUT PETER SVARRER
The widely acknowledged glasswork
artist was trained at the School of
Decorative Art in 1981, and has taught
at Denmark’s Design School. His
philosophy for every design is that,
first and foremost, it must be functional.
Peter Svarrer is the artist behind the
Nordlys glass series, which was introduced in 2012. He has also
designed the Cocoon, Cabernet, Reflections and Future glass series
for Holmegaard. Over the years, Peter Svarrer has won several prizes,
and his works have been exhibited in Europe, the USA and Japan.
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SALA DS

from East and West
Salads don't need to be a boring accompaniment to a steak.
Here are two ideas for salads that are as exciting to eat
as they are decorative to serve.
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NOrDIc SAlAD
2 SERVINGS
Ingredients
1 fennel
1 asparagus
1 bunch of radishes
1 lemon
2 tbsp. unripened smoked cheese
2 tbsp. olive oil
1 pot of sorrel (oxalis)
Salt and pepper
A little nasturtium as decoration
Preparation
Thinly slice the radishes, fennel and
asparagus with a mandolin slicer and
soak the slices in cold water – preferably
with ice cubes. Put the cheese and olive
oil into a bowl and whisk them carefully
together. Add salt, pepper and lemon
rind to taste. Drain the fennel, radishes
and asparagus. Put the cheese at the
bottom of the bowl and cover with the
mixed salad. Decorate with sorrel and a
little nasturtium.
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E ASTErN SAlAD
2 PERSONER
Ingredienser
1 pak choi
1 red capsicum
1 piece of ginger root
1 mango
A handful of roasted sesame seeds
1 lime
1 chili (use more or less to
taste)
1 tsp. cane sugar
Honey
Soya sauce

Preparation
Steam the pak choi with the green leaves
facing upward for about three minutes.
The leaves should still be crisp. Thinly
slice the ginger and chili, cut the capsicum
into strips and the mango into long slices.
Put the soya sauce, honey, lime juice and
cane sugar into a bowl and quickly whisk
it together. Toss the dressing with the pak
choi. Decorate with chili, mango, ginger
and sesame seeds.
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cHEFS AT PlAY
chefs Daniel Bonvang and Umut Sakarya
have devised two crisp salads that are
both easy to make and delicious to eat.
The two gentlemen are behind the new,
hip catering company Food&. And they
don’t just care about extremely tasty
food – they are also focused on creating
a surprising, playful atmosphere at the
dinner table.
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”A t h ing of
b e aut y is a
joy fo r ever ”
Jo h n Keat s
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Lookbook
Vases, candlesticks, bowls and
beautiful glass – here you’ll find a complete
overview of all Holmegaard’s products.
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cABER N ET

PERFEcT IO N

FON TAIN E

cABErNET
designed by peter svarrer

PErFEcTION
designed by tom nybroe

FONTAINE
designed by michael bang

champagne, 6-pack, 29 cl
Wine, 6-pack, 50 cl
Wine, 6-pack, 35 cl
Wine, 6-pack, 25 cl
port/sherry, 6-pack, 28 cl
cognac, 6-pack, 63 cl
snaps, 6-pack, 3,5 cl
beer, 6-pack, 55 cl
carafe, 150 cl
Water, 6-pack, 36 cl
Water, 35 cl
candlestick, clear, h 12 cm, 2-pack
candlestick, clear, h 15 cm, 2-pack
candlestick, clear, h 18 cm, 2-pack
candlesticks, 3 pieces, clear

champagne, 6-pack, 12,5 cl
red wine, 6-pack, 35 cl
bourgogne, 6-pack, 50 cl
sommelier, 6-pack, 90 cl
White wine, 6-pack, 25 cl
cognac, 6-pack, 36 cl
snaps, 6-pack, 5,5 cl
beer, 6-pack, 33 cl
martini, 6-pack, 29 cl
cocktail, 6-pack, 38 cl
carafe, 75 cl
Water, 6-pack, 15 cl
Water, 6-pack, 33 cl

champagne, 21 cl
red wine, 29 cl
bourgogne, 40 cl
White wine, 23 cl
port/sherry, 10 cl
cognac, 67 cl
Whisky, 12 cl
Whisky, 27 cl
cocktail, 14 cl
Water, 24 cl
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N O. 5

cH A R LOTTE A M A L IE

S KIB SG LAS

FU T U R E

DET DA N S KE
GLAS

M IN IM A

I D É E LL E

NO. 5
designed by per lütken

SKIBSglAS
designed by per lütken

DET DANSKE glAS
designed by torben Jørgensen

beer, 30 cl
snaps, 5 cl
Whisky, 24 cl
Whisky, 33 cl

red wine, 25 cl
White wine, 17 cl
snaps, 3 cl
beer, 34 cl

beer, 44 cl
snaps, 2-pack, 5 cl

cHArlOTTE AMAlIE
designed by per lütken

FUTUrE
designed by peter svarrer

champagne, 27 cl
red wine, 23 cl
White wine, 13 cl
port/sherry, 8 cl
snaps, 4 cl
beer, 30 cl
candlestick, clear, h 16 cm
candlestick, clear, h 24 cm

glass, clear, 4-pack, 37 cl
glass, clear, 6-pack, 25 cl
glass, clear, 6-pack, 6 cl
carafe, clear, 120 cl

champagne, 23 cl
red wine, 28 cl
White wine, 19 cl
port/sherry, 14 cl
cognac, 22 cl
snaps with stem, 3 cl
snaps, 3 cl
beer with stem, 36 cl
beer, 25 cl
Water, 19 cl

MINIMA
designed by cecilie manz
bottle with lid, clear, 55 cl
bottle with lid, clear, 90 cl
bottle with lid, clear, 140 cl
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IDÉEllE
designed by per lütken
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cOcO O N

cOcO O N

cOcO O N

2L IP S

cOcOON
designed by peter svarrer
tealight holder, aquamarin
tealight holder, spring
tealight holder, hyacinth
tealight holder, bloom
tealight holder, evergreen
tealight holder, indigo
tealight holder, smoke
tealight holder, rose
flowerpot cover, white, h 12,8 cm
flowerpot cover, white, h 14,7 cm
bowl, fuchsia, 15 cm
bowl, fuchsia, 20 cm
bowl, aquamarine, 15 cm
bowl, aquamarine, 20 cm
Vase, white, h 17 cm
Vase, white, h 20,5 cm
Vase, white, h 26 cm
Vase, banana, h 20,5 cm
Vase, red, h 20,5 cm

2lIPS
designed by maria kariis
Vase, kiwi, h 20,5 cm
Vase, lagoon, h 20,5 cm
Vase, fuchsia, h 17 cm
Vase, fuchsia, h 20,5 cm
Vase, fuchsia, h 26 cm
Vase, aquamarine, h 17 cm
Vase, aquamarine, h 20,5 cm
Vase, aquamarine, h 26 cm
Vase, smoke, h 17 cm
Vase, smoke, h 20,5 cm
Vase, smoke, h 26 cm
bowl, hvid, 15 cm
bowl, hvid, 20 cm
bowl, smoke, 15 cm
bowl, smoke, 20 cm
floor vase, white, h 45 cm
floor vase, smoke, h 45 cm
floor vase, fuchsia, h 45 cm
floor vase, aquamarine, h 45 cm
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Vase, blue, h 34 cm
Vase, blue, h 45 cm
Vase, green, h 34 cm
Vase, green, h 45 cm

Visit www.holmegaard.com for our complete
collections, colours and sizes. We make reservations for possible printing errors and sold out
products.
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M IXED D OU BL E

KAR EN B L IX EN

S HA P E

J E B 65

MB

LOTU S

KAREN BLIXEN
Designed by Anja Kjær

MIXED DOUBLE
Designed by Michael Bang

MB
Designed by Michael Bang

Tealight holder, red, H 7,3 cm
Tealight holder, white, H 7,3 cm
Flowerpot cover, white, H 10 cm
Flowerpot cover, white, H 13 cm
Flowerpot cover, white, H 16 cm
Vase, white, H 17 cm
Vase, white, H 23 cm
Vase, white, H 31 cm
Vase, red, H 17 cm
Vase, red, H 23 cm
Vase, red, H 31 cm
Floor vase, white, H 70 cm

Bonbon dish, clear/frost, H 7,5 cm
Bonbon dish, clear/frost, H 10,5 cm
Bonbon dish, clear/frost, H 14 cm

Flowerpot cover, white, H 10,4 cm
Flowerpot cover, white, H 13,2 cm
Vase, white, H 17,6 cm
Vase, white, H 22,8 cm
Vase, white, H 30,7 cm

SHAPE
Designed by Peter Svarrer
Vase, white, H 17 cm
Vase, white, H 21 cm

LOTUS
Designed by Torben Jørgensen

JEB 65
Designed by Jacob E. Bang

Tealight holder, clear, H 6,5 cm
Tealight holder, clear, H 7 cm
Tealight holder, clear, H 9 cm

Vase, white, H 14,8 cm
Vase, white, H 21 cm
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PROV EN cE

S ELA N D IA

N O R DLYS

D ES I G N WI T H L IG H T

PrOVENcE
designed by per lütken

NOrDlYS
designed by peter svarrer

DESIgNED WITH lIgHT
designed by maria berntsen

bowl, clear, 19 cm
bowl, clear, 25 cm
bowl, clear, 31 cm
bowl, blue, 19 cm
bowl, blue, 25 cm
bowl, blue, 31 cm
bowl, smoke, 19 cm
bowl, smoke, 25 cm
bowl, smoke, 31 cm

drinking glass, lagoon, 25 cl
drinking glass, spring green, 25 cl
drinking glass, white, 25 cl
bowl, lagoon, 12,4 cm
bowl, spring green, 12,4 cm
bowl, white, 12,4 cm
bowl, lagoon, 24 cm
bowl, spring green, 24 cm
bowl, white, 24 cm
plate, lagoon, 23 cm
plate, spring, 23 cm
plate, white, 23 cm
tealight holder, lagoon, 2-pack
tealight holder, spring green, 2-pack
tealight holder, white, 2-pack

pot, clear, h 10 cm
pot, clear, h 12 cm
pot, clear, h 16 cm
candleholder, clear
chamber candleholder, clear
lantern, clear, h 45 cm
lantern, clear, h 29 cm
lantern, clear, h 24,8 cm
lantern, clear, h 16 cm
lantern, white, h 45 cm
lantern, white, h 29 cm
lantern, white, h 24.8 cm
lantern, white, h 16 cm
candle dish, 24 cm

SElANDIA
designed by per lütken
dish, clear, 24 cm
dish, clear, 31 cm
dish, blue, 24 cm
dish, blue, 31 cm
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